ADVANCE ANIMATION 2014

To create advanced animation, a solid understanding of important animation principles and Motion Picture Techniques is required. Animation film making is complex, expensive and tedious process, the success of work depends on how best communicate your concept of the film to a targeted audience. The course provides to learn basics of animation film production method and skill. The course will improve visual communication skill and test your creative ability.

Preview of short films.
Preview and discuss on how to communicate messages using short duration animation film. Understand of different technique used by animators to impact the audience.

Course: Course timing includes lecture and lab together.

Assignment:
Making of 120 Sec. minimum animated short film
Software Use: Adobe Flash / Photoshop / Adobe Premiere etc.

Methodology and Learning:
Exploring the subject and concept idea for film
Preproduction
Developing the concept for the film
Resolving communication and technical problem in final concept
Making and learning of storyboard
Production
Corrector and background design
Animating Dialogues of character
Sound and dialogue recording for film
Animating corrector and background as per storyline
Post production
Compiling and composing of all animated clip
Synchronizing Visual & Sound
Final presentation to discuss on the outcome of an assignment
Completing an animation film

Method of grading:
Over all Mark= 10
(Breakup)
Preproduction =2
Production =4
Post production =2
Completed film and communication skill =2

Submission:
Final scores out of 10 Marks (score number will be converted in to grade)

Class: Every Friday, 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Prof. Narendra Patel